ONE STATE OR TWO?:
A brief guide to solving the Israeli–Palestinian conflict
Hardline Pro-Palestinian

Moderate ProPalestinian

Moderate ProIsrael

Hardline pro-Israel

Zero sum solution providing
justice for Palestinians only
– One State: Greater
Palestine. Demands that
Israeli Jews surrender, and
give up statehood.

Win-win solution providing
partial justice for both sides
– Two States: Palestine and
Israel. This perspective is
critical of key assumptions
of Zionism, but still believes
Israeli Jews have a right to
statehood.

Win-win solution
providing partial
justice for both
sides – Two States:
Israel and
Palestine. This
perspective is
critical of key
aspects of
Palestinian
political culture,
but still believes
they are entitled to
a state.

Zero sum solution
providing justice for
Israelis only – One
State: Greater Israel.
Demands that
Palestinians surrender,
and give up claims to
statehood.

Abolish Israel by violent or
other means

Accept Israel’s existence
within Green Line borders

Support creation of
Palestinian State in
West Bank and
Gaza Strip
alongside Israel

Support territorial
expansion of Israel to
include most or whole
of West Bank.

Create Palestine in place of
Israel

Create independent and
contiguous Palestinian State
alongside Israel

Create Palestinian
State alongside
Israel

Oppose Palestinian
State

Demand coerced return of
millions of 1948 Palestinian
refugees to Green Line
Israel

Accept that most if not all
refugees requesting to return
will need to be resettled
within Palestinian State

Recognise
Palestinian
suffering in 1948
War, but reject any
return of refugees
to Green Line
Israel

Oppose any
recognition of
Palestinian refugee
rights

Demand that Palestinian
Arabs living within Green
Line Israel be recognised as
a national community and
component of larger Arab
and Islamic nation

Accept that Palestinian
national claims will mainly
be progressed within a
Palestinian State, rather than
within Israel

Support full civil
and political
equality for all
Arab citizens of
Israel

Oppose any
recognition of political
rights for Arabs living
within Israel or the
West Bank.
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